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Security obligations derived from development of trial practice, intended for 
reliefing the injured civil rights. The article perspectived by scenic operators, analysis 
of four parts, in order to apply security obligations. 
Chapter 1: Through two aspects that construction of the legal basis and the basis 
on application, to analysis what basis is scenic operators bearing security obligations. 
Simultaneously, through these two aspects, analysis respectively that expanding and 
limiting the scope of the application of security obligations. The article focuses on 
interpretation from the legislative provisions, in order to anaysis the limiting  scope 
of application. Side by side, in the perspective of tourist attattions, anaysis of tourist 
attractions belong to the scope of the security obligations, from the legal basis, the 
basis on application respectively. 
Chapter 2: Scenic operators assume the range of the security obligations. The 
range mainly refers to spatial extent, including tourist attractions assume the main 
strip and subsidiary strip of the security obilgations, The article focuses on the 
subsidiary strip, starting from the case, perspective by the outside of the area in the 
rehabilitated public roads. From whether be classified the management of 
responsibility of the scenic operators, whether being provided with dedicated and 
special control and so on, in order to definite the subsidiary strip of tourist attractions. 
Chapter 3: The responsibility principle that the perpetrator violating security 
obligations include the principle of fault liability and the principle of liability without 
fault. In order to balance giving the necessary, adequate protection to scenic operators 
and the capability of compensation mainly, scenic operators violating security 
obligations generally apply the principle of fault liability, However, if the 
comprehensive capacity of scenic operators significantly improve, the system of 
travel liability insurance gradually improve, we can apply the principle of liability 















Chapter 4: Causality has the function of the imputation, The article proposes the 
perpetrator that violating security obligations mostly nonfeasance. According to the 
identified causality of the nonfeasance. If the perpetrator violates the security 
obligations, the perpetrator’s behavior and the damage results have a causal 
relationship, the scenic operators bear the security obligations within reasonable 
limits.If failure to fulfill, that would be identified as violation of security lbligations, 
the perpetrator’s behavior and the damage results have a causal relationship. The 
article indentifyies the causality judgment of the scenic operators bearing security 
obligations from two aspects that general criteria and established standards in the 
case. 
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《中华人民共和国铁路法》第 58 条第 1 款规定，铁路运输企业对铁路
因运营行为造成他人人身伤亡的，应承担损害赔偿责任。此外，《中华人
民共和国民用航空法》第 124 条、第 125 条，《中华人民共和国公路法》
第 43 条第 2 款也作了相应的规定，等等。 
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